Common toad

Migrate long distances to breeding ponds

They are usual green, brown or grey

Males say: quack, quack, quack

The Latin name is Bufo bufo

Spotted Ed

Can be confused with bushes or Ox-eye daisy

In large ponds and lakes in England, Scotland, Wales

They have Golden eyes

Eaten by grass snakes and hedgehogs

Other food: slugs, worms, spiders and insects

They are volunteers that help ponds cross roads

Tadpoles are only 1cm long

Compost, leaves or compost

Ribs run over on food

They are usually born in the pond to breed

Common toads are black

Male: males & ca. This is a similar size to the female

Common toads have a skeleton

Their pupils look like a bugger

If they get scared, they puff themselves up to make them look bigger

Grassland and gardens, open woodlands, hedgerows

Can be found in

They

Black eyed, breeding time

Females

Common toads are nocturnal

The Puff Adder

Common in England, Wales, in Ireland, Less common in Scotland